Industry Analysis

Attachment Disorder
- Killing UK law firms
Reliance on email is slowing transactions
and stressing legal professionals
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What is Attachment Disorder?

Workshare conducted a targeted survey, sampled from our

The core concern regarding, what we’re calling ‘Attachment

The chaos of email attachments in these closing processes

mailing list, to determine how modern working practices and

Disorder’, relates to results that show 46% of legal transactions

stressed-out Juniors doing admin work and clients wondering

document sharing habits expose legal teams to inefficiency

are in jeopardy due to a reliance on email.

what the status of their deal was, which creates a pressure pot.

during legal transactions.
Why is it happening?

In a sector renowned for its straight talking, no nonsense

The demographic we drew from represents the legal community

Law firms can be resistant to change, because of the risk it

approach, it's time to get tough. It's time to stop attaching and

in the UK – people who rely on creating, reviewing, sharing and

presents to their clients and their reputation. The constant

start uploading.

storing high stakes documents for legal matters.

pressure to find new clients, keep existing ones happy and
make money means that if lawyers know a process works, they

Analysis of the results revealed that professionals in the legal

will stick with it, no matter the cost in terms of time.

industry spend between 10-30% of their day completing routine
tasks relating to attachments and managing them in Outlook.

One of the perennial challenges facing the transactional lawyer

Whether that’s saving attachments, organizing deal-related

is the manual intensity of a deal closing. Keeping stakeholders

emails or searching for attachments, these tasks occupy valuable

involved and informed, managing change and version control on

time, generate increased stress levels, and create inefficiency

agreements and creating the bible or closing binder in a timely

and cost that have to be written off.

way.

Research reveals new threat of
“Attachment Disorder” among
legal professionals.
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Why the attachment to email?

There are a wide range of sharing options that can be used during a deal closing – it doesn’t

The graph shows the technology and methods used by respondents to share documents

have to be email.

during a deal closing. No surprises that almost all recipients still share files most often as email
attachments.

FTP is one of the most secure ways of sharing files. Although it’s not the most userfriendly, it’s password protected and quite secure.
EFSS (Enterprise File Share & Sync) systems, like Workshare, let users share files while
ensuring IT remain in ultimate control of company data.
Consumer file sharing apps are easy and many clients actually suggest them. However,
among legal professionals there are concerns over control.
Over 20 years, email has become the standard way of sharing documents. Security is
an issue and in the context of a deal, discipline is needed or it gets confusing fast.
USB and other physical media are commonplace. It’s surprising how prevalent physical
media remains considering obvious security flaws.

Attaching a document to email poses various security risks. Has the correct recipient been
selected? Has the document been cleaned of sensitive metadata? Has the most recent version
been shared? And, as soon as the document is in “sent items”, control of the file is surrendered,
along with it’s contents. The danger of attachment disorder is that it causes chaos in the inbox
and is prone to risk.
File sharing
site FTP
Secure sharing
service
Consumer file
sharing
platform
An attachment
in Outlook
USB drive or
hard copy
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Clients complain about email because of time and security concerns

Professionals who share documents via email can’t be confident

With the advent of new regulation, such as the GDPR, highly

about when and how the document was received or processed

regulated businesses, including law firms are under increasing

by the recipient. There are also concerns over whether the right

scrutiny from clients and regulators.

document was attached or whether the correct version was out
for review. Then, knowing who has access to this confidential

Individuals dealing with personal and sensitive information as

information is another worry when dealing with high stakes

part of the currency of their work have to find means of strict

documents shared via email.

control when exchanging or sharing data necessary for their
job. Those who fail to do so face a sliding scale of fines, with as

Legal teams are coming under increased pressure from clients,

much as 4% of annual global revenues at stake.

auditors and regulators when it comes to safeguarding data.

Because of the sensitive and personal
client data law firms manage on a
daily basis, data security is more
important than ever.

The impact of GDPR on the legal sector is significant, because
Receiving valuable and important information via email can be

of the fundamentally sensitive and personal client data law

confusing to manage and difficult to secure. In our survey, more

firms manage as part of any deal closing. A firm’s reputation is

than half of the respondents classed complaints about “missing

also at stake when it comes to managing and controlling data.

an email from a client or opposing counsel” as highly stressful.
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Time wasted on low-value tasks

We asked participants about how managing documents and

Falling behind and missing deadlines can be disastrous, so we asked

attachments impacted the way they spent their working day.

participants: “How often do you experience the following, as a result of
working on these activities?”

Considering the value of the resources in a legal team, their
responses appear to reveal time wasted on low-value work.

With most respondents experiencing frequent problems with emails and

Everyone we spoke to spent at least 10% of their day on each

attachments, it’s clear from the research that there’s a direct link

of these time-wasting tasks.

between wasting time and getting behind on a transaction (or having to
stay behind after hours).

Searching
for email
attachments

Organizing dealrelated email
in Outlook

Saving copies
of emails
to the DMS

Saving new
versions of
documents

Task

Daily

Often

Rarely

Never

Getting behind on emails

39%

45%

16%

0%

Staying longer in the office to sort out
attachments

14%

40%

38%

8%

Missing a deadline because of bad
document management

0%

23%

25%

52%

Falling behind on communication with the
client

0%

62%

32%

6%
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Associates are stressed and that’s bad for business

Junior staff work long hours during a deal closing, and that’s a

A cure for attachment disorder - Workshare Transact

natural part of their professional journey. However, the best

Workshare Transact includes the ability to collaborate on deal

firms want their “rising stars” to be working late practicing law,

files either online or offline for real-time working. Emails are

not filing and managing email.

only sent if alerts are required to notify a person when changes
to documents have been made.

Another important factor is that the next generation hasn’t
bought into email. According to ongoing research carried out by

Workshare Transact also makes it easier to communicate with

PewInternet.org, “…63% of all teenagers say they exchange text

clients, third parties and the other side during a deal closing.

messages every day with people in their lives. This far surpasses

Conversations on a particular topic or document are instantly,

the frequency with which they pick other forms of daily

as are status updates on overall progress of a close, so you

communication, including…emailing (6%).”

don’t have to wait for someone to sift through their email, spot
your important document, open the attachment, track their

These teenagers are tomorrow’s Associates.
So, what is the solution? A collaboration platform that’s fit for
purpose removes unnecessary steps and unnecessary stress.

changes, re-save it (with a new name, of course), re-attach it
and send it back in a non-secure form.

Managing stress has become the new
phenomenon in legal practice...it’s
about alleviating it or losing a
talented person to a new career.
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About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, and the advent of DeltaView, Workshare has developed and released intelligent
technology for legal professionals. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.

WORKSHARE TRANSACT
When the deal is pressing and you can’t afford to go slow, eliminate errors and create efficiency through Workshare Transact, which can be used in three different ways.

1

INTERNAL USE ONLY
Deliver a perfect bible or closing binder

2

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT COLLECTION
The smart way to organize and present CP files

3

EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS
A better way to work with third parties

A deal checklist can be set up online and teams create the

Any bank lending money will insist on certain conditions being

A document review process during a deal closing can be chaotic

closing binder (or bible) as-they-go. Drag and drop technology

met and proven before monies are released. The required list of

when it involves multiple parties communicating via email. Plus,

means files populate the checklist when they are received

documents can be provided by the legal team in a way that’s

it’s fraught with data security risks.

against the relevant document row and can easily be combined

both smart and dynamic with Workshare Transact.
With Workshare Transact, all those concerned in the closing

into the final document at close.
Lawyers can invite the lenders into their secure online checklist

have a secure way to review documents to sign off. Publication

Every execution page, schedule or signature page of each

to see exactly what’s going on with the CP collection. The

and circulation of documents is consolidated and controlled

document can be organized and stored in one place, ready for

dynamic shared environment then allows all comments to be

from a single, secure online checklist and all parties are able to

the closing binder to be issued after deal close. Workshare

seen and versions to be completed until the bank is satisfied

see what stage each document is at. The process of getting to

removes the chaos of closing, because everything happens in a

their conditions have been met. Files no longer need to be

the perfect version won’t slow everyone down, it will keep

secure online platform, rather than over email and the closing

exchanged or controlled over email.

sensitive data protected, and still deliver the closing binder fast.

binder can be delivered within hours.

Data compiled by Bloomberg
https://www.thelawyer.com/issues/tl-6-july-2015/return-of-the-big-spenders-fees-in-public-ma-work/
IDC white paper, ‘Bridging the Information Worker Productivity Gap’
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